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Interfacial Growth Mechanisms in Simple Systems
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Motivation and Main Goal
Coarse-grained, meso-scale descriptions of the equilibrium structure and
growth dynamics of solid-liquid interfaces, such as the Phase Field/Phase
Field Crystal (PFC) theory, assume that only a few leading density modes
(order parameters) are relevant for interfacial properties. In generic model
systems, the examination of the associated simplified and yet realistic
solid-fluid interface statics and dynamics in comparison with consistent
theoretical frameworks allows to test the limits of applicability of such a
strong hypothesis.

I Transition (see fig.(a)) conjectured to occur when the substrate packing
fraction is close to the bulk spinodal instability.
I We extended the analysis to particles with repulsive and tunable attractive
interactions (of Lennard-Jones type)
I The transition is noticeably more blurred.
I The substrate is wet by a crystalline film even for highly incommensurate
lattice spacings (fig.(b,c)).
Planar Growth of Lennard-Jones Crystals on Template [7]
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I Non-equilibrium growth of a crystal-fluid interface has been studied for a
model system of Lennard-Jones particles under isothermal-isochoric
Langevin dynamics in contact with a cristalline substrate.
I 106 particles and lateral sections of L × L = 80 × 80 squared unit cells
I Time-dependent width w and heigh-height correlation function h(x,y).
I With concepts from Capillary Wave Theory (CWT), we extract a “non
equilibrium steady-state stiffness” γ̃, consistent with equilibrium results.
I Such stiffness can reproduce the long range part of the heigh-height
correlation function modeled by h2(q) = kbT/(γ̃(q2 + 4π 2/l2)).
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FIG. 1: (Color online) In the left panel, the surface orientations, as
listed in Table I, are indicated on an octant of the unit sphere. The
right panel shows a Wulff plot of the corresponding interfacial tenOETTEL, DOROSZ, BERGHOFF, NESTLER, AND SCHILLING
sion γ(n̂); here, the colors display the value of the tension for a given
orientation.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) DFT results: a) Laterally integrated
FMTdensity
profiles0.8
ρ̄(z) for the five surface orientations, as indicated;
contour
Tavb)=1
plots at x = 0. The periodic length of the total profiles inTz-direction
=5
av
is 50.15σ
and
0.6 (001), 53.19σ (011), 65.15σ (111), 56.07σT (012),
=50
av
61.42σ (112).
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Density Functional Theory of Liquid-Solid (LS) interfaces [1, 3]
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FIG. 1. Representation of all combinations of density ρ and substrate lattice
constant a studied in this work. The limit of stability of the homogeneous
bulk crystal is indicated by the solid line (green online). At substrate lattice constants smaller than this value (squares), we find complete wetting of
the substrate and instantaneous film growth. Systems with a larger substrate
lattice constant (circles) exhibit incomplete wetting and heterogeneous nucleation up to a ≤ 1.5σ . Above this stretching, no heterogeneous nucleation
event was observed on the scale of the simulation time.
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We have studied the crystal-liquid interface in the hardsphere system by means of theoretical description on three
approximative levels, all of which are based on classical
density functional theory (DFT):
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